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Father Batllori: "The Catalan of Barcelona that is tried to
impose in Valencia is an infamous and infamous dialect"

Despite appearances and what some believe, Fr. Batllori, as well as a great researcher, is a man who
stands out for his equanimity, honesty and independence.

Naturally, he is a Catalan, loves Catalonia and fights for his land, for his people and for his culture,
especially for his language, as it should be, and this no one can and should not reproach him, since he
is rather an example to follow . But it does so from respect to other lands, to other people and other
cultures, as it should be also and this can not give cause for praise because it is an obligation, a duty,
of all.

But he is an honest, free and independent man: when he does not like something and must say it, he
says it, whether he likes it or not, bothers or does not bother, because, in addition, he is entitled to it.

On this occasion, once again, he has said truths like fists, truths that affect us, the Valencians, and that
some who live here should pick up and assume to avoid the damage they are causing with their
ignorance and fanaticism.
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Father Batllori says that "what he is trying to impose in Valencia and the Balearic Islands, as a literary
language, is the infamous dialect of Barcelona,   provoking more prevention the presumptuous
a�itude of the Barcelonans than the general a�itude of Catalonia", which, according to the Jesuit
scholar "is totally anticatalán, since in these places it will never be accepted that a dialect as infamous
as that of Barcelona can be imposed as a national language", in reference to the "pancatalanism from
over there and from here that tries to impose the Països Catalans" .

And he has said it, nothing more and nothing less, than from a chair of the University of Girona,
publicly, to the four winds and before qualified personnel, not in a gathering, talk or coffee interview-

And this dialect of Catalan, infamous and infectious, that of Barcelona or Barcelona,   is the one that
they try to impose here, from the Literary University and from the Ministry of Culture in a direct and
orderly way.

It is also that they accepted, through ignorance and papism, contributing to its diffusion, those who
claim to use the Rules of 32, which in fact what they use is the normative fabriana, which, like the
whole world through worship or "read" in linguistic ma�er, he knows that it is that of the Institut
d'Estudis Catalans, made fundamentally on the barcelonian dialect, that is, on the infamous and
infamous dialect of P. Batllori.

And after these statements, if those who promote this authentic national shame are not able to reflect
or rectify is that they have reached the limit of their degradation, and if the Valencian society is not
able to shake off this social and cultural scourge will be, because , without a doubt, he will deserve
what he has.

Father Batllori has put his finger on it again. We hope that he has cried out in the desert.
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